Post Award Meeting
April 16, 2015
8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
KL 362

Meeting called by Autumn Salazar

Attendees:
Lindsay Daniels, Diana Chandara, Tammy Burgess, Michelle Dutra, Becky Etheridge, Christina Christensen, Wendy Ewald, Heather Jackson, Thad Raczkowski, Trevor Hirst, Leann Nascimento, Suzanne King, Holly Werner, Alexis Valle-Arevalo, and Coty Ventura

Welcome - Updates
- Current recruitments
- Departmental changes

COGR - Update
- Autumn
  - NIH implementation of Uniform Guidance
  - NSF implementation of Uniform Guidance
  - USDA implementation of Uniform Guidance
  - UCM Participation in Administrative Burden survey
  - Compensation under UG
  - COGR letter to COFAR

NCURA - Update
- Lindsay

Procurement Changes
- Refined subaward process
- Shift of responsibility to Department RA’s

Upcoming Trainings
- SRA intensive training programs – May 7-8 (Chicago, IL)
- NCURA traveling workshops – May 27-29 (Portland, OR)
- SRA – Basic Research Administration – July 2015 (Baltimore, MD)
- NCURA – Annual Meeting – August 2015 (Washington DC, BC)
- SRA – Annual Meeting – October 2015 (Las Vegas, NV)
- Fred Pryor & SkillPath Seminars

RAS Office Hours-3rd Thursday in KL201 1pm to 4pm